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amazon com self knowledge in plato s phaedrus - self knowledge in plato s phaedrus by charles griswold jr is one of the
best books on plato i have ever read it is extremely subtle and sophisticated, socrates internet encyclopedia of
philosophy - socrates 469 399 b c e socrates is one of the few individuals whom one could say has so shaped the cultural
and intellectual development of the world that without him history would be profoundly different, plato by individual
philosopher philosophy - plato c 428 348 b c was a hugely important greek philosopher and mathematician from the
socratic or classical period he is perhaps the best known most widely studied and most influential philosopher of all time
together with his mentor socrates and his student aristotle he provided the main opposition to the materialist view of the
world represented by democritus and epicurus, plato internet encyclopedia of philosophy - plato is one of the world s
best known and most widely read and studied philosophers he was the student of socrates and the teacher of aristotle and
he wrote in the middle of the fourth century b c e in ancient greece though influenced primarily by socrates to the extent that
socrates is, plato life philosophy works britannica com - plato was a philosopher during the 5th century bce he was a
student of socrates and later taught aristotle he founded the academy an academic program which many consider to be the
first western university plato wrote many philosophical texts at least 25 he dedicated his life to learning and teaching and is
hailed as one of the founders of western philosophy, browse by author j project gutenberg - 33000 free ebooks online did
you know that you can help us produce ebooks by proof reading just one page a day go to distributed proofreaders, loeb
classical library harvard university press - the loeb classical library is the only series of books which through original text
and english translation gives access to our entire greek and latin heritage convenient and well printed pocket volumes
feature up to date text and accurate and literate english translations on each facing page the editors provide substantive
introductions as well as essential critical and explanatory notes, plato on knowledge in the theaetetus stanford - this
article introduces plato s dialogue the theaetetus section 1 and briefly summarises its plot section 2 two leading
interpretations of the dialogue the unitarian and revisionist readings are contrasted in section 3
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